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PRODUCT TEXT

ASTERIA™ MINI & MEDIUM

The Asteria™ pendant lamp has a tight and sleek appearance 
born at the crossroads of design, technology, and craftsmanship. 
It incorporates a built-in LED technology with a shape so minimal 
that it will never go out of style. The LED panel is dimmable with 
an external dimmer and has a white diffuser that will ensure a 
soft illumination in the surrounding space. 
 
The Asteria™ pendant lamps come in 2 sizes and 11 colours with 
a brass detail, that can be changed for steel or black in minutes to 
ensure a flexible design that matches your personal style.

UMAGE is a Danish word meaning ‘making an effort’, and that’s 
what we want to do every day. UMAGE is where beautiful Danish 
design meets affordability, high-quality materials and a genuine 
care for the environment. Nature is the fundamental inspiration 
for all the designs at UMAGE, and you’ll notice nature’s presence 
in the shapes, colours, materials and sometimes even in the func-
tionality of the furniture and lighting.

Find more info on our website umage.com

PRODUCT FACTS

Name Asteria™ mini, Asteria™ medium

Designer Søren Ravn Christensen  

Material Steel (powder coated and plated brass), 
aluminium, PMMA and metal canopy             
LED panel built-in, 2.7 m black textile cord

Size Mini Ø: 31 cm x H: 10.5 cm                             
Medium Ø: 43 cm x H: 14 cm

Colours Pearl white, Anthracite grey, Forest green,        
Petrol blue, Ruby red, Saffron yellow, Black, 
Nuance mist, Nuance olive, Nuance rose,        
Nuance orange

RRP Mini 199 EUR, 189 GBP, 1499 DKK, 2099 SEK 
Medium 269 EUR, 259 GBP, 1999 DKK, 2599 SEK 
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